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RENORMALIZED SOLUTIONS FOR A CLASS 
OF NONLINEAR EVOLUTION PROBLEMS 
By Dominique BLANCHARD and Hicham REDWANE 
ABSTRACT. - An existence and uniqueness result of a renormalized solution for a class of doubly nonlinear 
evolution equations is established. The data belong to L’ and no growth assumption is made on the nonlinearities. 
A comparison result is also proved for such solutions. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
RBsuMB. - Nous demontrons un resultat d’existence et d’unicite de la solution renormalisee d’un problbme 
parabolique doublement non lineaire a donnees L’, et saris hypotheses sur la croissance des non linearit& Un 
principe de comparaison pour ces solutions est aussi Ctabli. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
In the present paper we establish an existence and uniqueness result of a renormalized 
solution for a class of nonlinear evolution problems of the type 
(1) 
?!@ - div [Ah] + div 4(u) = f in S2 x (O,T), 
u d=tO on dR X (O,T), 
b(u)(t = 0) = b(ug) in 62. 
In the above problem 0 is a bounded domain of WN(N >_ l), T is a positive real number 
while the data f and 6(uc) respectively ly in Li(R x (0, T)) and L1(R). The matrix A(t, cc) 
is a bounded symmetric and coercive matrix. The real-valued function b is assumed to be 
a Cl-function defined on a interval ]a, Z[ of E, which is strictly increasing (or equivalently 
which is such that b-r is continuous on W). The RN-valued function 4 is assumed to be 
defined and continuous on the whole of 54, but no growth hypothesis is made on 4. 
When Problem (1) is investigated a first difficulty is due to the facts that the data f and 
b(~u) only belong to L1 and that the function 4 is not restricted by any growth condition 
at infinity so that proving existence of a weak solution (i.e. in the distribution meaning) 
seems to be an arduous task. Loosely speaking it would require an Lt,,(R x (0, T)) a 
priori estimate on $(u) so that to be able to define the nonlinear term div4(u) as a 
distribution on R x (0, T). In order to define the solution of (1) we will then use the 
notion of renormalized solutions introduced by R.J. Di Perna and P.L. Lions [9], as far 
as Boltzmann equations are concerned (see also P.L. Lions [lo] for a few applications 
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to fluid mechanics models). This notion was then adapted to elliptic version of ( 1) in 
L. Boccardo, J.I. Diaz, D. Giachetti, F. Murat [6], in P.L. Lions and F. Murat [I I] and 
F. Murat [ 131, [ 141. Let us mention that in a joint work with F. Murat (see D. Blanchard, F. 
Murat [4]) the first author has obtained an existence and uniqueness result for Problem (1) 
in the case 6(u) = u, 4 = 0 and where A(f, :c)Du is replaced by a nonlinear monotone 
operator a(t, Z, Du) (see also P. Benilan, L. Boccardo, T. Gallouet, R. Gariepy, M. Pierre 
and J.L. Vazquez [I] for the definition of the concept of “entropy solution” which is 
equivalent to the concept of renormalized solution for this specific case). 
As far as Problem (1) is concerned a second difficulty is due to the nonlinear term 
y since the function 6 may be not defined on IF! and may admit a so-called “infinite 
bareer” for a finite value Z (or 14) of the variable II, (i.e. 6(71,) -+ +CC when ‘~1 - z). In 
the case where C$ = 0 and where a nonlinear term u(t, :c, Du) replaces il(t: :c)Du, this 
question is investigated in D. Blanchard. Cl. Francfort [3] (th. 2) where an existence result 
of an (usual) weak solution is proved under the assumption that f E L1(O, T; V(62)) 
0, > 1 being related to the growth of a(t, :c. Du) at infinity). Indeed the proof given in 
the above mentioned paper does not work when f belongs to L1(R x (0, T)). From this 
standpoint, considering renormalized solutions also helps solving Problem (1) even in the 
case C$ = 0, but, in contrast, the proof that we give in the present paper strongly uses the 
linearity of the elliptic operator -div[A(f, s)Du]. Actually, if T,j:\r denotes the truncation 
function at height &! 2 0 (see Definition l), the main argument that leads to existence of 
a renormalized solution consists in the fact that, for a sequence of approximate solutions 
~~~ i.e. for smooth approximations of all the data in (I), the sequence A”D,~L~DT~,\I(~~~(~~,‘)) 
strongly converges in L1(12 x (0.7’)) w h en c goes to zero (see Section 3.5). Since -4: is 
assumed to be a symetric matrix and defining (A”) f through (A’)$ (il’)$ = il’, this last 
result is obtained by proving that (see (22)): 
Let us mention that to control this term (that is more intricate that in the linear case 
where b(r) = T), we use a decomposition of the type (see (36)) 
= A’Du” - AvDuq ) (~b&i) - D6,(u7)) 
+ [b:,(u”)A’ + 63r’)A” - 2(6~)~(~)(6;~)‘(u)(A”)“(A~)~] DuEDu7~ 
Loosely speaking the first term in the right hand side of the above identity is then 
obtained by multiplying the difference of the equations for uE and ~7 by bE(uE) - 6,)(uq), 
while in the last term the limit process is licit because E and 71 go successively to zero. 
The same type of decomposition is also used to prove the uniqueness result (see (69)). 
Actually since the assumptions on 6 are local, this technique has to be developed using 
the renormalized equations for 7~’ (see Section 3.5). 
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Another interesting question related to problems of type (1) deals with the uniqueness of 
a solution. As far as weak solutions are concerned, this uniqueness question is still an open 
problem when .f belongs to L1(O x (O,T)), even in the case where 4 = 0 and where 6 is 
a smooth function defined on R and even in the case where b(u) = u (for the definition 
and the existence of a weak solution in the case where b is continuous on R see again [3] 
where an existence result is proved using the techniques developed in Boccardo-Gallouet 
[S]). In the present paper we prove the uniqueness of a renormalized solution under local 
assumptions on b and 4 (see Theorem 2). 
The paper is organized as follows : Section 2 is devoted to specify the assumptions on 
the data and the definition of a renormalized solutions. In section 3, an existence result is 
established. Section 4 contains an uniqueness result under local assumptions on b and (6. 
2. Assumptions on the data and definition of a renormalized solution 
Let 0 be a bounded domain of RN (N > l), T b e a positive real number and set 
Q = 0 x (0.T). 
Let us assume that : 
(Al) b is a strictly increasing Cl-function defined on an open interval I = (a,~) of R 
(with possibly a = -cc and/or Z = +cc) such that b(0) = 0, lim b(r) = +x and 
r-ii 
bI&(1‘) = - 30 ; these hypotheses imply that b-l is continuous on R ; 
(A2) A(;, :I:) is a symmetric coercive matrix field with coefficients lying in L”(Q) i.e. 
A(t, :I;) = (nij(t, x))~<~,~<.v with 
l n;j(t,:I:) E L”(Q) and n;j(t,:c) = aji(t,:~) a.e. in Q, V i, j: 
l 3tr > 0 such that a.e. in Q, V < E RN A(t, XT)<< = c n;j(t, :L.)<;& 2 allclliN ; 
L&i 
(A3) 4 is a continuous function defined on W with value in Iw” ; i.e. 4 = (&, . . . , 4nr) 
with & E C?(W) for % = 1;. . . , N ; 
(A4) .f is an element of L’(Q) ; 
(A5) YL~ is a measurable function defined on R such that b(u”) belongs to Ll(Q). 
Throughout this paper and for any non negative real number K we denote by TK (r) the 
truncation function at height K, i.e. TI((T) = min( K, max(r-, -K)). 
The definition of a renormalized solution for Problem (1) can be stated as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. - A measurable function u defined on Q is a renormalized solution of 
Problem (1) if 
(2) TIC(U) E L2(0, T; H;(R)) f or any K 2 0 and b(u) E L”(O,T;L1(R)); 
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and if, for any function S E C”(R) such that S’ E Cc?(R) (i.e. 5” has a compact 
support), we have : 
(4) WW) 
at - div[S’(b(u))ADu] + S”(b(u))b’(u)ADuDw, 
+ div[S’(b(u))q5(u)] - S”(b(u))b’(u)q5(u)Du = fS’(b(u)) in D’(Q) 
and 
(5) S(b(u))(t = 0) = S(b(uo)) in 62. 
As already mentioned in the introduction, Definition 1 is a parabolic nonlinear version 
of the definition of renormalized solution for the elliptic problems introduced in [ 1 I], 
[13], [ 141. The following remarks are concerned with a few comments on Definition 1. 
REMARK 1. - For a given S E C”(R) such that S’ E Co”(R), Equation (4) is 
formally obtained through multiplying the first equation of (1) by S’(b(u)). Note that 
in Definition 1, DZL is not defined even as a distribution, but that due to (2) each 
term in (4) has a meaning in L1(Q) + L2(0,T; H-‘(0)). Indeed if M is such that 
suppS’ c [-M, M], the properties of b stated in (Al) (which imply that b is onto and 
that 6-l is continuous) show that if lb(s)/ 5 M, then Is/ 5 Khf where K&f is defined 
by K&f = max{-b-‘(-M) ; b-‘(M)}. This allows us to replace, in (4), u and b(u) 
respectively by TI(, (u) and Thl(b(u)) = b(TKnc (u)). Since b’(s) and 4(s) are bounded 
on the set {s ; lb(s)1 5 Ad} an since S’ and S” are bounded on R, the regularity (2) d 
of THh, (u) together with (A4) imply that each term of (4) (except the first one which 
belongs to D’(Q) as the derivative of an L”(Q) function) belongs to either L1( Q) or 
to L2(0,T ; fF1(fl)). 
Actually dropping the index A4 in K M the following identifications are performed in (4) : 
l S’(b(u))ADu coincides with S’(b(u))ADTk-(u) which lies in L2(Q) in view of (2); 
l S”(b(u))b’(u)AD u D u coincides with S”(b(w,))b’(u) ADTK(u)DTK(u) which lies 
in Ll(Q) since TK(u,) lies in L2(0. T; Hi(R)) and S”(b(u))b’(u) belongs to L”(Q) 
due to the estimate 
a.e. in Q (recall that b is C1 on (g . a)) ; 
l S’(WM u coincides with S’(b(u))$(TK(u)) which lies in L”(Q) since $(TE;(T)) 1 
is bounded on R; 
l S”(b(u))b’(u)$(u)D u coincides with S”(b(u))b’(u)$(TA-(u))DTK(u) which lies in 
L2(Q) since DTK(u) belongs to L2(Q) and S”(b(u))b’(u) and (b(T~(u)) both 
belong to La(Q): 
At last the right hand side of (4) belongs to L’(Q) since f lies in L1(Q) and S’ is 
bounded on R. 
The above considerations show that Equation (4) takes place in P(Q) and that v 
belongs to L2(0, T: H-‘(0)) + L’(Q). 
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REMARK 2. - Due to the conclusion of Remark 1, it follows that for every S such that 
S’ E C,“(R), S(b(u)) E C”([O,T]; w-yn)) f or s < inf (2, A). The initial condition 
(5) then makes sense and since it has to be verified for any function S E C”(W) such that 
S’ E C,“(R), it is a weak form of the standard initial condition b(u)@ = 0) = b(ua). 
REMARK 3. - Appealing to the same arguments as above, estimate (3) identifies with 
s b’(u)lDT~_+,(u))‘dsdt -+ 0 as n -+ +m, {(~,t);nllb(~(~,t))lIn+ll 
where K,+l = max { - b-l(-n - l),b-‘(n + l)}. I n t e h p resent setting, it replaces 
the usual estimate 
which is the standard one when dealing with renormalized solutions of elliptic problems 
(see [ll], [13] and [14]) or parabolic problems where b(r) = T (see [2], [4], [lo]). 
3. Existence of a renormalized solution 
We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. - Under the assumptions (Al) to (A5) there exists a renormalized solution 
of (1) in the sense of DeJnition 1. 
Proof of Theorem. - As usual the proof relies on a few approximation techniques, a 
priori estimates and passage to the limit. 
3.1. A regularized problem 
Let us introduce the following regularizations of the data: 
(Rl) b,(r) = T:(b(r)) + ET for E > 0 ; 
(R2) for each E > 0, @ is a bounded, Lipschitz continuous function such that the sequence 
@ converges in IWN to 4, uniformly on the compact subset of W, when E goes to zero; 
(R3) f’ is a sequence of functions lying in L2(Q) such that f” -+ f in L1 (Q) as E 
goes to zero; 
(R4) A’(t,x) is a matrix field with coefficients azj(t,z) lying in W1+(O,T; L"(R)) 
uniformly bounded with respect to E and such that: 
l atj(t, x) = atji(t,x) a.e. in Q ; 
l A’(t,z)<< = ~at(t,z)&& 2 CY\\<~[& a.e. in Q, ‘dt in R”; 
l azj + eija.e.?AQforalliandjin{l,.. 4’J); 
(R5) ug is a sequence of Cr (R)-functions such that b,(ut) -+ b(ua) in L1 (0) as c goes 
to zero. 
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REMARK 4. - The existence of the sequences $‘, .f’ and CT, are insured through usual 
approximation procedures. As far as (R5) is concerned the following construction may 
be, as an example, performed. Since (lag)-’ has a linear growth at infinity and h(,tro) 
lies in L1 (Cl), the sequence $ = (/~5)-‘(/~(,~~C~)) belongs to L’(Q). Approximating r!;i by 
CCy(bt)-functions (for each c > 0 fixed) converging to 06 in L1(12), using the linear 
growth at infinity of b’ and a diagonal procedure then lead to the existence of a sequence 
,$J satisfying (R.5). 
Let us now consider the following regularized problem: 
bp(7f)(t = 0) = /Jo in 12. 
LEMMA 1. - Problem (P”) admits at least a solution uE in L2(0, T; Hi( 0)) such that 
$f and , w belong to L2(d)). 
REMARK 5. - Actually Lemma 1 can be proved through a Galerkin method as it is 
detailed in [3] for a non linear elliptic operator in place of -div[A”Du’] and for @ = 0. 
The regularization with respect to t of o,Fj, the Lipschitz continuous character of @ and the 
i&(?L’) 
smoothness of 216 are used to obtain the regularity 7 E L2( Q) through the use of 
the i3t as a function test in the Galerkin approximation of (PE). This regularity just avoids 
to justify a few formula of the type 
that will be used in the sequel and need a proof when w just lies in L2(07 T: H-l(O)). 
3.2. A priori estimates 
For any measurable function II defined on & we will use the notation (1~~1 5 K} (resp. 
{IV] < K}) to denote the measurable set {(:I:, t); /v(:E. t)] < K} (resp. {(:I:, t); I?I(:K, f)I < 
K)). 
Using TK(~I,~) as a test function in Problem (P’) leads to: 
for almost every t in (0,T). 
In the above equality we have used the formula 
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Let us introduce the real valued function 
- B&(z) = 
.! 
(I b:(a)TK((a)dcT 
and the IW”‘-valued function & defined by 
(Ma; = l2 4xmc(4d~~ 
for i E {l;..,N}. 
Remark that since b: and 4; are bounded on R, B& and pk are Lipschitz continuous 
on IR so that the following formula hold true almost everywhere in Q : 
ais;, 
at 
In the first equality the regularity $$ E L2(Q) has been also used. Inserting the above 
identities in (6) leads to: 
.t 
(7) B;, (7f) (t)dx + IS A”DTh-(~rE)DTh((l~E)d~d~~ .o R 
- div(&(u’))dzds = fETK. ( uE)d& + Bg(u”,)dz> 
for almost every t in (0,T). 
Indeed the divergence theorem gives t 
div(&(u”))dxd.s = I’s &(u”).n da ds * 0 a-l
q!&(O).nda ds 
since u” belongs to L2(0,T;Hi(fl)) and d:(O) = 0. 
Due to the definition of Bk we have: 
0 5 Bk(u”,) 5 Klb,(u”,)( a.e. in 5X 
so that 
We then deduce from (R4) and (7) that for almost any t and for all K > 0, 
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Now by CR31 and W), ll.fll~~(~~) and IIUGJI ~1 (1 are bounded so that the positivity ( ) 
of the function BE- implies that 
(8) TK(u’) is bounded in L”(0, T: H;(G))! 
independently of E, for any fixed K 2 0. 
We will now use a method developed in [3] to show that for a subsequence still indexed 
by E, r&(u’) converges almost everywhere in Q (see [3], lemma 2 p. 224). 
For any integer A4 2 1, let Snl an increasing function of C”(DB) and such that 
Sng(r) = T for Irl < 9 and S,ZI(~) = Msg(r) for (~1 2 M. Remark that for any M, 
suppSiJ c [-M, M]. Loosely speaking, Shf is a smooth approximation of the function 
We will show in the sequel that for any fixed integer M the sequence 5’~ (b,(u’)) satisfies 
(9) S,tf(b,(~~E)) is bounded in L*(O, T; H;(R)) 
and 
(10) ssM~~(UE)) is bounded in L’(Q) + L”(O,T; W-l(R)), 
independently of E, as soon as E < &. 
Once (9) and (10) are established, an Aubin’s type lemma (see e.g. Simon [ 151, 
Corollary 4) implies that for any M (M 2 1) and any E < 3, S~(b,(u’)) lies in a 
compact set Cbl of L’(Q). Through a diagonal procedure (with respect to (M, E)) this 
allows us to deduce that there exists a subsequence of b,(u’) still indexed by E such that 
Sn/l(b(~E)) converges almost everywhere to a measurable function 4~~ defined on Q for 
any integer M. Due to the choice of S h~, we conclude that for any integer M, the sequence 
Tnf(bE(uE)) converges almost everywhere in R x (0, T), which in turn implies that the 
sequence b, (u’) converges almost eveywhere to a measurable function x in Q. 
We now establish estimates (9) and (10). 
Due to the definition (Rl) of b,, it is clear that 
{(b&f)J < M} c {lb(d)/ < M} = {b-‘(-M) 5 uE 5 b-‘(M)}, 
as soon as E < h. 
As a first consequence we have 
(11) DSILl(b,(u”)) = S~,(b,(u’))b:(u’)DT,,(u’) as soon as E < f, 
since S~t(b,(u’)) = 0 on the set {/bE( > M} and KAY = max {-b-‘(-M), b-l(M)}. 
Secondly, the following estimate holds true 
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Since b’ is continous on (a, z), it follows that for any integer M, S’M (b,(u”))bL(u’) 
is bounded in L”(Q) independently of E for E < $. As a consequence of (8) and (11) 
we then obtain (9). 
To show that (10) holds true, we multiply the equation for uE in (P”) by Sz (&(u’)) 
to obtain 
(12) 
=ii4u4) 
at 
= div(S$(b,(lli))AiDa) 
- S9(bE(~E))b:(u~)AED~ED~~ - Sh(b,(U”))div@(u’) 
+ fES~f(be(uE)) a.e. in Q. 
Each term in the right hand side of (12) is bounded either in L2(0, T; H-‘(Q)) or in 
L1 (Q). Actually since suppSh and suppSk are both included in [-M, M], uE may be 
replaced by TKM (~6) in each of these terms so that (omitting again the index M in KM): 
l div(S:,(h,(vi))A’Du’) coincides with div( S~~(a,(~E))A~oT,(uE)) which is 
bounded in L2(0, T; H-l(R)) with respect to E due to (R4) and (8); 
l S~((b,(u”))b:(u”)A”Du”D 2~~ coincides with S~((b,(u’))b:(u”)A”DTK(~E)DTh-(~’). 
This last term is bounded in L1(Q) in view of (8) and since, as above, 
Sgf(b,(uE))b:(u’) is bounded in LW(Q) (for E < $); 
l SL,(b,(u’))div@(u’) is equal to 
div(Shr(&(u’))@(TK(G))) - s~~(b,(~“))b:(u’)~(T~(~~))DTh(l~~). 
Remark that since 4 E (CO(W))N, 
for any E less then e.g. 1. It follows that div(SZ(b,(uE))@(TK(uE))) is bounded 
in L”(0, T; IV- l,“(Q)) and that S~(~,(~L~))~:(~“)~(TK(~L~))DTK(U~) is bounded 
in L2(Q), as soon as E < -$; 
l f’S’(b,(u”)) is bounded in L1 (Q) because of (R3). 
As a consequence of (12), we obtain (10). 
As mentioned above, from (9) and (lo), we deduce that for a subsequence, still indexed 
by E, b,(uE) converges almost everywhere, as E goes to zero, to a measurable function 
x defined on Q. Now since b-l is continuous on R, b;’ converges everywhere to 0-l 
when E goes to zero, so that: 
(13) uE converges almost everywhere in Q to u = b-l (x), 
(14) &(‘(L~) converges almost everywhere in Q to b(u) 
and with the help of (8): 
(15) TIi ( uE) - TK(u) weakly in L2(0,T;13i(R)), 
for any K 1 0 as E tends to zero. 
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Actually b(u) belongs to L”(t).Y’:L’(12)). Indeed using $‘&(YP) as a test function 
in (P’) leads to: 
As usual the divergence formula shows that the third term in the left handside of the 
above inequality is equal to zero, while the second term is nonnegative. Letting (T go 
to zero, it follows that 
As a consequence b(u) belongs to L”(0,T;L1(62)). 
For a fixed real number A4 2 0 let us now use ?‘1jr (hC(?~“)) as a test function in I”. .1’ 
Defining ?~l(r) = 
I 
?7j,:,,(~)~i~, it follows that: 
. 0 
for almost every t in (0, T). The divergence theorem applied to the field 
11 : 
b:(~)T.~l(b~(~))~E(r)~~ together with the properties of ?A* then leads to: 
. 
I 
q h:(u')~~~~(b,(v'))AED71iED71iC dx dt 5 M[llfll~~~~, + llb,(~;)ll,,~,,,] 
Remarking that (Ti,)2 = Z’& and due to (R3) and (R5) this imply the following estimate 
(16) (h:)1’2(,,,‘)T~~((b,(7r’))(A’)1’2DllE is bounded in L2(Q), 
independently of E for any fixed M > 0. 
In (16), (AE)1’2 denotes the coercive symmetric matrix such that 
(A4”)‘/2(AE)1/2 = A’, 
To conclude paragraph 3.2 let us derive an a priori estimate that leads to (3). Define the 
Lipschitz continuous bounded function B;:+‘(r) = T,,+l(r.) - T,(r) and use I~;;+‘(&(u”)) 
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as a test function in (P”) to obtain 
(17) ;;+‘(b&~~))(t)dx + A”Dw’D(H::+‘(h,(u’)))dzds 
for almost every t in (0. T). In (17) we have set &+’ (r) = 1’ H::+‘(T) dr which is 
indeed a positive function. 
. 0 
As usual the divergence theorem applied to the field &,(?LE) where 
shows that the last term of the right hand side of (17) is equal to zero. 
Due to the definition of H::+l we have: 
almost everywhere in Q. 
Equality (17), the coerciveness of A” and the pointwise convergence (14) of b=(~~) to 
b(v) then imply that 
In the above inequality, convergences (R3) of f” in L1(Q) and (R5) of b’(@j) in L1( 62) 
have been also used. 
Since HE+1 and &$+l both converge to zero everywhere as rl goes to zero while 
p::+w4)I I 1 
and 
(ri:+‘(b(u))/ I ~b(uu)l E P(R). 
the Lebesgue’s convergence theorem permits to conclude that: 
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3.3. Weak convergence in L’(Q) as c goes to zero (M being kept fixed) 
of the sequence (b:)3(u’)T.~,(bE(11,E))(,4E)3Dll, 
We first prove that for any fixed M > 0, 
(19) (6:))(2~~)T~(b,(~~))(A~)tD11~ - (6’)3(u)T&(b(u))AfrDu, weakly in L’(Q). 
as E goes to zero and where, as said in Remark 1, (6’) 3 (u)T&(b(u)) (A) 4 Du coincides 
with (6’)~(u)T~f(6(u))(A)fDT~~,, (u) for Kc1 = max { - b-l(-M),h-l(M)}. 
To this end, for any fixed M, let us introduce the sequence of Lipschitz continuous 
functions 
GEM(r) = min(b;‘(M),max(r,b;‘(-M))). 
Remark that due to the definition of 6, we have, as soon as E < $, 
supp(G,nI)’ c [6-l/-~); b-‘(M)], 
while 
lI(G:f)‘II~-=~~~ F 1. 
Moreover the continuous character of 6-l implies that G:(T) converges to 
G”(r) = min(h-‘(M),max(r,D-‘(-M))), 
for any real number T when E goes to zero. It follows that the sequence ~G,“[(u’), which 
coincides whith (c,h’)‘(~‘)oTK,,~(~~), is bounded in L’(Q) as soon as E < $. 
As a consequence of (13), there exists a subsequence of G,h’( u’) still indexed by E, such 
that OG~(U”) weakly converges to DGM (u) in L2( Q) as E goes to zero . 
Due to the definition of Gf’ and of Ghl, we have, as soon as E < &: 
(~:)~(u~)T~(~~(~L~))(A~)~D~I~ = (61,)~(G”‘(uE))(AE)~DG~(ue). a.e in Q. 
Convergence (13) together with the continuous character of 6’ on (a, Z) lead to 
while 
(6:)+(Ghf(uE)) ---+ (6’)qGyu)) a.e in Q as E tends to zero, 
I(6:)3(Ghf(u”))( 5 Max T E [h-~(-M),6-~(M)l(6’)~(~) + E a.e in Q. 
Taking into account the convergence properties (R4) of A” to A we deduce that 
(6:)3(u’)T~,(b,(u’))(A’)tDl~~ - (6’)4(u)T~,(b(u))A~Du in L2(Q) 
as E goes to zero, which establishes (19). 
REMARK 6. - Actually the proof of (19) given above does not make use of estimate (16) 
but only of estimate (8). Nevertheless we have prefered to establish (16) in paragraph 3.2 
through a technique that does not appeal to the continuous character of 6’ and that uses 
an usual test function. 
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3.4. Proof of (3) 
We now turn to the proof of (3) that relies on similar arguments that the ones that lead 
to (19). Let us define for any integer n the sequence of Lipschitz continuous functions: 
Since (for any real number r and any integer n) G:l”+r(r) converges to 
Gnln+lw = (Tb-+,1,(r) - Ta-l(,)w)+ - (T-b-1(+&) - T-b-L(_n,(T-))-, 
as E goes to zero while 
supp(G z’n+l>’ C [b-l(-(n + l)), b-l(n + l)] as soon as E < A, 
IlG:‘“+1 II L-(R) I Max{b-‘(n + l), lb-‘(-(n, + l))[}, 
IIW”+l)‘Il~qq 5 1; 
proceeding as in the proof of (19) leads to 
b:(u”)DG~~“+’ (u”) - b’(~)DG”>“+l(u) weakly in L2(Q), 
as E goes to zero for any integer 72. 
In view of the definition of G:+’ and of G”ln+l, it follows that: 
I +11 ~‘b4W2 chit L liminf E-t0 .I 
b:(uE)JDue12 dx dt. . ~ll<,b( 
u n 
),~ 
InLlb,(~c)l<TL+l) 
With the help of estimate (18), we obtain 
lim sup 
/ 
b’(u)IDu12 dx dt = 0 
n-02 + {n<lb(~)l<n+ll 
and (3) is then established. 
3.5. Strong convergence in L2(Q) as E goes to zero (M being kept fixed) 
of the sequence (~:)~(u”)T~(~,(~L~))(A~)~Du~ 
We now turn to the main argument that leads to the existence of a renormalized solution 
for (1) namely the strong convergence in L2(Q) in (19); we will now prove that for any 
fixed real positive number M, one has: 
(20) b:(‘1~“)~(~‘)Tj~(b,(u”))(A”)tD U” --+ (b’)~(~)T~~(b(u))A~Du strongly in L2(Q), 
as E goes to zero. In (20) as in (19) (b’)~(u)T~(b(u))A~Du is identified with 
(b’)f(u)T~(b(t~))A+DT~&). C onvergence result (20) is a “nonlinear parabolic” version 
of the strong convergence in Hi (0) of the sequence TK(u&) to TK(u) which is established 
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in [I 11, [13], and [14] to obtain renormalized solutions to second order elliptic problems. 
In the parabolic case, when h(r) = 7’ and 4 = 0 while A& is replaced by a strictly 
monotone nonlinear operator I, with (11 - 1) growth at infinity, convergence of the 
sequence DTK(v’) to DT,-(u) in D’(Q) ” p IS roved in [2] (see Theorem 4 p. 742). This 
last result is obtained in [2] as a consequence of the following monotonicity convergence 
result on the sequence TIC(U”) (see Theorem 2 p. 735): 
Recall that in [4], such a monotonicity convergence result is used to obtain existence 
and uniqueness of a renormalized solution of nonlinear parabolic problems of the type 
&I- 
i)t div [a,(&)] = f and ~(t = 0) = u() with L1 data when the monotone operator 
a is not restricted by a strict monotonicity assumption. In the sequel we will establish 
convergence (20) though the analog of (21) adapted to the problem under investigation 
in the present paper, that is 
(22) 
In (22) and in the sequel of the paper the notation lim actually means that E and 7 
E.77’0 
tend successively to zero and that 
lim lim FE,, = lim lim FE,]. 
E-0 r/+0 rj+0 E’O 
The proof of (20) is divided in 4 steps. 
In Step 1, we prove that: 
(23) lim I E,‘+)* {lb,(ll~)~<nr)n{lb,,(~l’~)l<Af} 
(T- t)((6:)3(u”)T~,(b,(21e))(A’)~D1~S 
In Step 2, we prove that: 
(24) lim 
s E,~-” {lb~(t~~)(<nl}n{lh,,(u~~)l~~f} 
(T - t)b~(u”)A’Du”D~~ dz dt = 0. 
In Step 3, we prove (22). 
In Step 4, we conclude that (20) holds true. 
Step 1. - In this step we prove (23) i.e. that for that for any positive real number A4 
(25) lim A”,‘: = 0; :,r/-0 
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where 
(26) A’,‘: = 
/ 
(T - ~)I(~:)~(~L~)T(I~(~_-(u~))(A~)~D~L~ 
. {~~~(7L’)l<nf}n{~~,,(u”)l<n~} 
- (h’,))(u.“)~~~(b,,(u”))(A~),o~~l~dxdt. 
To this end, let us introduce a smooth cut-off function h E C?(R) such that 
h(r) = 1 if jr1 5 1, 
0 < h(r) 5 1 for any T in IF!, 
h,(r) = 0 if Jr\ > 2. 
Define then the sequence of COm(W)-function h,,, for any integer 71 2 1, through: 
Remark that 
h,(r) = h,(r - (n - l)ygr), if 17.1 _> 71. 
wph, c [-(7~+1),n+1] 
and set 
S,(T) = 
I 
r h,(a) da. 
0 
Let Hhf be an increasing and bounded C”-function such that: 
Uhf(r) = T if Irl 5 2M and suppHi, is compact. 
Using h,(b~(uE))Hni(S,(b,(~~~)) - Sn(b17(~v))) in the equation for uE in P” and 
h,, (b,(G)) Hn4(S,(b,(u”)) - S,(b,(zcq))) in the equation for ul) in Pq as test functions 
leads to by difference of the resulting equations and integrations over (0, t) and then 
over (0, T): 
(27) / I;Tnr(S,(b,(~‘))-S,(b,(u~)))dxdt 
*Q 
+ 
i *Q 
(T-t) (h,,(b,(21’))AED11E-h~(b,l(U11))A’ID11’) 
DHn~(S,(b,(u”))-S,(b,(u”)))dxdt 
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where as usual: 
Remark first that due to the bounded character of S,, to the linear growth at infinity of 
HM and to the convergence (R5) of b,(ug) to b(uo) in L1(R) we have 
(28) 
for any M and n. 
The continuity and the bounded character of S,, SL and HIM, convergence (R3) of f’ 
to f in L1(Q) and the pointwise convergence (14) of b,(u’) to b(u) lead to: 
(29) _J”,) J’(T-t)(f’h,(b,(u’))-f”h,,(b,,(1~”)))Hnl (S,,(~,(IL~))-S~(b,,(lll’))) dxdt = 0, 8 
for any M and r~. 
Since supph:,, c [-(~2 + l), n + l] and recalling that 
K n+l = max{-b-l(-(n + l)),K1(7z + l)}, 
we have as soon as E < --& : 
and indeed the same relation holds true with q in place of F. 
Again the continuous character of b’ on (a, 5) and of 4 on R implies that the functions 
(hk ob,)b: and df ~TK,,+~ are uniformly bounded with respect to E (for any fixed integer 
n). With the help of (8), it follows that for any integer n 
(30) ~:,(~,(zL~))~~(u~)~(~~)D~L~ is bounded in L2(Q), 
with respect to E 
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Now the functions HM and S, being continuous and bounded with Hll,r(O) = 0, the 
pointwise convergence of b,(Q) to b( u as E tends to zero implies that, for any M and 7~: ) 
(31) .f;~, (IHM (Sn(b,(u’)) - W&V) IIL~~, = 0. 
In view of (30) and (31), we deduce that: 
(32) .!;yo 
Ai? [ 
(T - t) (h~(6&‘))6#L”)qY(uyhf - h:,(b,(u”))b:,(u~)cp(u~)Du~) 
HM (S(W)) - UW))] dx dt = 0, 
for any fixed M and 7~. Replacing again u” and 2~q respectively by TK,,+~ (u”) and 
TK,,+l (u’), using the continuity of 4 o G,+i and due to the pointwise convergences (13) 
and (14), the same arguments as above lead to: 
(33) 1’ E ;&T - W~p@%(Mf)) - S&,W))) [h,(&?#f(ul) - b&W7)) 
SW,] (hn(b.(u’))b:(V uE - h,(b,(uS))b:,(uq)Du”) dx dt = 0, 
for any fixed M and n. 
According to the definition of S, and to 
suppk; C [-(n + l), -711 U [n,n + 11, 
we also have: 
1 jjT - t)h~(b~(u’))b:(u’)Hh(S,(b,(2LE)) - S,(b&P)))A’Du”Du dxdtl 
L ~ll~‘ll~-cra,ll~~ll~-~w,II~II~~~c~,,~~~~ .I ( R <,b ( ),~ +1) b:b’Wfl*d~dt. eu’ n 
Using then (18) leads to: 
(34) 
for any fixed M. 
H~(Sn(be(u~)) - Sr&(uq))) dx dtl = 0, 
Indeed the same conclusion holds true replacing uE by uq. 
In view of (27), (28), (29), (32), (33) and (34), we obtain, taking into account the 
positive character of i?,: 
(35) )i, zk(T - t)(h,(b,(u’))AWu” - h,(b,(u”))A”IW) 
DHM (S,,(b,(u’)) - S,(b&P))) dx dt 5 0. 
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Now the following identity is easily derived a.e. in Q: 
As far as the second term in the right hand side of (36) is concerned remark first that, as 
usual, ZC and ziq may be replaced respectively by TA-,,+, (Us) and TK,,, , (uV) since again 
supph: c [-(n + l), (n + I)]. Secondly the matrix field 
h,,(h,(llP))~,~(b~,(u))))Ebj((L’)A’I + b;‘(u”)A’ - 2(b:)~(,‘~‘)(b:)~(,‘~“)(A~)~(A’)t] 
is bounded in (JC~(Q))~““, uniformly with respect to E and rl ( as soon as E < $ and 
71 < --& ) in view of (R4) and of the continuity of r’,’ on (a, a). The convergences (R4), 
(13), (14), and (15) then allow to obtain for any integer 71, : 
h,(b,(u=))Ir,,(b,,(rr”))(hl(n~)A” + h;,(u”)A” 
hn(b(ll))hn(b~(lrg))(b’(u)A7’ + b;,(u”)A 
- 2(b’)‘(1l))(h:,)‘(,~“)(A)))iAt)Ur/lh.,+, (u)DTK,,+, (u”)] dzdt = 0. 
Indeed in (37) the order in the limit process in E and rl may be changed. 
Recalling (35), (36), (37) and the positive character of HA;, yield: 
- (b:,)+J’)(A”)khPj2H;,(S,,(h~(u=)) - S,,(b,(u”))) dzdt = 0. 
Since h,(r) = 1 and S,,(T) = T if (T( 5 n,, we have: 
I’ . {Jb,(?l’)lln}n{lb,(1L’)/In} 
(T - r)/(l,:i’(llC)(A~)fUlli - (h:,)~(u”)(A”)tUIc”/9 
H;,(b,(u’) - h,(zP)) dz dt 
5 h,(b,(uE))(h:)~(11’)(A”)3D, uE - h,,(~~“))(b~)~(rL”)oIUCI”lZ 
- S,,(~,‘(U~‘))) dxdd-l. 
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Due to HiJ (r) = 1 if 1~1 < 2M and to the inclusion 
{lb&“)I I M) n {lh#‘>I L M} c {lb&‘) - b,(uq)J 5 2M) 
the above inequality leads to 
(39) J (T - t)j(b~)~(rr’)(A’)+D {lb,(lL’)(Inl}n{lb7,(1L’l)liAl} d - (b:,jt(,n)(A’)tD1~~l’dxdt 
< /)T - t)~h,,(h,(u’))(b$(~~)(A~)hf - (b;)~(~“)(A~)+o,~~~ 
f& (Sn(b&)) - Sn(b,ju”))) ch & 
as soon as n > M. 
Recalling the definition (26) of Acv M, passing to the limsup as E and 77 go to zero and 
then to the limit as 7~ goes to infinity in (39) and taking (38) into account permit to 
obtain (23). 
Step 2. - We will now establish (24) i.e. that for any positive real number M 
(W lim BEV - 0 
E7J’O M- J 
where 
(41) 
This term is split into 
BZ = By + Bgq, 
where: 
BEq IX 1 
.I 
(7’ - t)b~(u”)A”Du”Du” dx dt, 
{lb,(u)l<Ar}n{Ib,,(u’,)l>hl}n{lb,(1LE)-b,,(?L’f)llhl’} 
B”q = 
2 
.I 
(T - t)b#f)A”Du”Du’ dx dt, 
{lbe(~r)l<M}n{lb,l(~‘~)l~~~}n{lb~(UP)-b~~(~’))(Lh~‘} 
for any positive real number M’. 
Indeed the term BF7 satisfies the following inequality: 
(42) 0 5 BE7 2 
I 
(T - t)b:(u’)AEDu’Du’ dx dt 
. {lb,(2l’)I<hil}n{hf<lb”,(2L’I)IIILlfAr’} 
I 
I’ . {Ib,(v5))<M}n{Ib,(u’l)llnf+M’} 
(T - t)[ (b:)+f)(AE)h8 
- (b:,)+P)(A”)hG~adxdt 
+2 
.I 
(T - t)(b~)$f)(b;)~(u~)(AE)~Dut(A*l)~Du~dxdt. 
(Ib,(u”)I<Af}n{M<lb~(~‘I)I~jM+n/l’} 
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In view of (25) and (26), the first term in right hand side of (42) is converging to zero 
when E and 71 go successively to zero. 
Recalling the definition of the two sequences of functions: 
and 
G!‘(T) = min(bgl(M), max(r, b;‘(-M))) 
introduced in Section 3.3 and 3.4, the second term of the right hand side of (42) is equal to: 
Arguing as in the proofs of (3) or (19) allows to take the limit as E + 0 and then when 
rl + 0 (or the reverse) in (43) to obtain (also using (R4)): 
(44) lim lim 
E’O q+o .I’ 
(T- t)(A~))(AE)~(b:)~(~e)(b:,)~(1~“)DG~(uS)DG,:’~A~+A~‘(~~~) dxdt 
Q 
= 
.I’ 
(7’ - ~)~‘(‘~L)ADG~(~)DG”‘,“‘+‘II’(~L) dn: dt. 
Q 
Due to the definition of G” and G”tnr+” the function DG”(u)DGn’~n’+‘~“(,,,,) is 
equal to zero almost everywhere on Q so that recalling (42), (43) and (44) we obtain 
lirn B;“’ = 0. 
C-,T/-tO 
We now turn to prove that BG7 converges to zero as E and rl go to zero. 
To this end let us denote by 2 a C”(W)-function such that: 
Z(0) = Z’(0) = 0 and such that Z(T) = 1 for (~1 2 M’. 
Then for any real positive number o, define the W2,“(1W)-function H$ through the 
values of its second derivative: 
1 if 17-l < M, 
(HG)II(T) = -M(T if M < 12‘1 < M + i, 
0 if M + a < Jr/: 
together with 
H&(M + ;) = (H;J(M + f) = 0. 
Indeed, the supports of H& and (H,“,)’ both coincide with [-M - $, M + t]. Since 
2’ and H& are Lipschitz continuous bounded functions with Z’(0) = O,Z’(b,(u”) - 
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bw))wwfN may be used as a test function in the difference of the respective 
equations in P” for uE and uq. 
It leads to 
+.I.I’.b CAED d - A”Duv) D [Z’(b,(zL’) - b,,(~~))H;~(b,(d))] dx ds dt 
Under the actual regularity of ZL~, ~7, b,(G), b,(~q) and the Lipschitz character of 
2 and H, the following integration by parts formula is easily proved: 
T t 
(46) J/I dZ(bE(u”) - b&s)) H,q(b&“)) dx ds dt 0 0 .R at 
T t 
=-I Is 
iwG&w))) 
at 
Z(b,(tf) - b,(u”)) dx ds dt 
.o .o n + J Z(b,(u’) - b&“))H~(b&‘)) dx dt Q 
- T 
I 
Z(&(‘ZL;) - ~,(u;j))H;I,(~&‘,)) dx. 
. 0 
Once again using the properties of 2 and H;I,, the convergence of b,(z$j) (see (R5)), 
the pointwise convergence of &(u”) (see (14)), (46) yields 
T t 
(47) lim l/J E~~‘“. 0 0 R aZ(bEb”) - bdU71)) H” (b (u”)) dx ds & at Al E 
T t 
Z- lim J/J ~H&(Uu’)) E>T/‘O 0 0 (1 at Z&(d) - b,(u”)) dx ds dt. 
Choosing now Z(b,(‘l~~) - bq(u”))(H&)‘(b,(u”)) as a test function in the equation for 
IL& gives: 
(48) I’ 1’ b i)(H~~~~(u~)‘)Z(h;(ui) - b,(Q)) dxds dt 
(H~~)‘(b~(?~~))z(b,(~~) - b,(zl”))] dx ds dt 
(H;l,)‘(b,(u’))Z(b,(u’) - b&iv))] dx ds dt 
T t 
= 
/II’ 
f”(H~)‘(bB(~“))Z(b,(u”) - b,(Q)) dxds dt. 
0 .o .R 
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Due to the almost pointwise convergence of b,(u’) and to the Lipschitz bounded 
character of Z’, H& and (H&)‘, the sequences Z(b,(u’) - bq(u71))(H&)‘(uE) and 
Z’(b,(u’) - b,(u’l))H;l,(b,(u”)) both converge to zero almost pointwise and in L”(Q) 
weak-* as E and n go to zero (using again Z(0) = Z’(0) = 0). Invoking now the 
convergence of f” in L1 (Q) ( see (R3)), we conclude that both the right hand sides of (45) 
and (48) tend to zero as E and rl go to zero. 
Recalling (45) (47) and (48) it follows that 
A’Du” - A~Du”)D(Z’(b,(u’) - O,(u))H;,(b,(u))) 
(Q(u’) - ~~(uq))D(Z’(b&f) - b&“))H;#&‘)))] dxdsdt 
(H;f)‘(b,(u’))Z(b,(u’) - b,(S))) 
- ~,Y(u~)D((H&)‘(b,(u’))Z(b,(u~) - hv(Q)))] dx ds dt. 
The two terms in (49) read as: 
- A7’Du”)D(Z’(h,(rr’) - h&21))H;f(bi(~~=))) 
- (@(u’) - @‘(u”))D(Z’(b,(u’) - b&C))H;f(bE(uF)))] dxdsdt 
= Iz, + J;X + K;;‘,: 
and 
with 
IEV Mu = 
I 
(T - t)[H;f((b,(u”))Z”(b,(uE) - b&P)) 
Q 
(A’Du’ - AqDuq)D(b,(u”) - b&P))] dxdt, 
J CT1 Al-u = 
I 
(T - t)(H;l,)‘(b,(u’))Z’(b,(u’) - b,(uq))(AEDuE - AqDuq)Db,(uE) dxdt, 
Q 
K;:, = - 
I 
(7 - t)(@(u’) - qY+P))D[Z’(b,(u’) - bll(l~)7))H,~~(b,(~E))] dxdt. 
Q 
L . -1 Aif0 = 
I 
(T - t)(H&)‘(b,(ue))Z’(b,(ue) - b,(u”))A”Du”D(b,(u’) - b,(Q)) dxdt. 
-Q 
Mzq = 
I 
(7’ - t)(H&)“(b&‘))Z(b,(u’) - b,(uq))A’Du”D(b,(u”)) dxdt 
Q 
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and 
N$‘, = - 
I 
(T - t)~E(~“)o[(H~~)‘(b,(~‘))Z(b,(u”) - b,(u”))] dn: dt. 
*& 
In the sequel, the following statements of convergence, when A4 and (T are kept fixed, 
are established 
(50) lim IIyu = lima JiX = Jlmc Ki:, = lim L’n;l,, = liyo Nix = 0. 
m-0 EV’O 
As a consequence of (49) and (50), the limit behaviour 
(51) lim Miyc = 0, ET/‘0 
will be proved and then used to show that BgV goes to zero as E and 11 go to zero. 
We now turn to the proof of (50). To this end, let M be a real number such that -- 
suppH& U supp2’ C [-M, M] and let us consider the various terms in (50). 
Behaviour of Ii;, 
Using the same type of decomposition as in (36) we obtain: 
where 
P E’l illrr = I’(T - t)l(b:)t(rr’)(A’)t~,,i - (b’,)+(u”)(A”):Du”12 
.Q 
and 
Z”(b,(u”) - b,(uT~))H;f(b,(u’)) dz dt 
Q v Mu = - / (7 - t)H,q(b,(u’))Z”(b,(u’) - b,(d)) [b;(u”)A’ 
+ b;uE)Aq - 2(b:)~(,,E)(bl)i(,~)(A~)~(Ai)tlD1L’Du”dzdt. 
-- 
Due to the choice of M, we first obtain that (using suppH& U supp2” C [-M, M]) 
IGYA I II~“lIL~~R~II~;lrII~~(~) I * {lb,(.,1)112ii7}n{lb,(,l,l)1<211} 
(T - t)/(h;)f(u=) 
(A’)bh’ - (h;)8(2r”)(A~)blu”~2dzdt. 
In view of (25) and (26), it follows that 
for any M > 0 and u > 0. 
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The analysis of the limit behaviour of Q”,1, is very similar to the one 
that lead to (50). Indeed in Q”,“,,; U’ and ~‘1 - may be respectively replaced by -- -- 
Gz” (u”) and Gt” (~7) since suppH& c [-M, n/r] and supp2” c [-111, M]. Due to 
the weak convergence in L2( Q) of DG,h’(u’) to DC=(U) as E goes to zero and to the 
continuous character of Z”, passing to the limit as E and 17 go to zero is then performed 
exactly as in (37) to give: 
Thus, 
for any fixed M > 0 and g > 0. 
+ 1 /JT - t)(H~J’(b&‘))Z’(b,(u’) - b,(u~))A’7D~1~Db,(,~E) dxdtl. 
Since Z’(0) = 0, arguing as for Qiy, shows that the second term in the right hand side 
of (52) tends to zero as E and rl go to zero. 
Inserting the inequality 
b~(u’)A’Du”Du’ < ~(b~)~(u’)(A”)hlu~ - (b;~)f(u~)(A~)bh”[” 
+ 2(b:)t(u’)(b~)i(~7~)(A’)~L)~~“(A’)3Dlr~, a.e in Q, 
into the first term of (52) leads to: 
lim 
J’ E,9-0 {Ib,(~E)l<2M}n{Ib,(u’,)l<2ii?} 
huh” - (b;)~(u’l)(A~)h~“~~dxdt 
+ 2 lim 
E>9”0 
(b:)B(11E)(b~)~(~~)(AE)~D~‘(A9)~U%14dxdt. 
Invoking again (25) the first term of the right hand side of (53) tends to zero when 
E and 7 go to zero. This limit process is performed for the second term exactly as for 
Qiyg (using again Z’(0) = 0). It yields 
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Behaviour of Ki:, 
As above, uE and uv may be replaced by Gz”(u”) and GG=(uq) in Ki:,. The quantity 
D [Z’(&(GzZ(~E)) - ~,(G~~(~L”)))HL(~~(G~~(~~)))] is uniformly bounded, with 
respect to E and q, in L2 (Q). The quantity @(Gzil?(z6)) - @(GiZ(9)) is uniformly 
bounded in L”(Q) and converges almost everywhere to zero in Q when E and n go to 
zero in view of (13) and the continuous character of 4. It follows that: 
lim Ki:, = 0. 
E,VI’O 
Behaviour of Ljl:,, 
The analysis is identical to that developed for Ji:, and it will not be repeated here 
to obtain 
Behaviour of Nz, 
-- 
Due to the continuous chaf_acter of b’ on (a, 7%) the functions O[(HIl~)‘(b~(G~(~‘)))] 
and D[bE(G/I(uE)) - b,(Gt”(~q))] are uniformly bounded in L2(Q) with respect to 
E and n (as soon as E < + and 7 < &). The properties Z(0) = Z’(0) = 0 
and the continuity of $ imply that the functions @( G’r(~~))Z(b,(u’) - b,(uq)) and 
~(G~(~~))(~~~)‘(b~(%l’))Z’(~~(~~) - hJu’)) both converge almost everywhere to zero 
when E and v tend to zero and are uniformly bounded with respect to these parameters. 
Passing to the limit in iV2, is then an easy task and it yields 
lim NzU = 0. 
E,ll-+O 
As a conclusion of the above analysis, (50) and then (51) are established. Recall that 
(51) is now exploited to prove that 
BEq I 
2 
/ 
(7’ - t)b;(u”)A’Du’Du’ dx dt 
. ~lb,(~~)I~~~n~lbq(~~)12~ln~lb.(2L~)-b7)(~~)l~~~~ 
converges to zero as E and n successively go to zero. In view of the definition of the 
function H&, we have: 
s 
(T - t)Z(b,(u’) - b,(u”))b:(?l”)A”021’Dl~~ dx dt 
{lbc(~E)I<MI 
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Choosing now 2 as a positive C”(R)-function such that 
Z(0) = Z’(0) = 0 and Z(r) = 1 for Irl 1 M’ 
and taking (51) into account leads to 
(54) 0 2 E1~mlORqJ < TMa&ZJILlj(n) 
lim 
.I ‘-’ {hf<lb~(u’)j<hI+$} 
6~(u’)A”Du”Du” dx dt. for any fixed (T > 0. 
To estimate the right hand side of (54), the test function 
c&+~(b,(u’)) = +*~+;(b&)) - T&(d))) 
is used in (P). Upon integration over (0, T), it yields since 0 
is indeed a positive function : 
(55) 
+ a. 
I 
; c,!f(u’)LW~+‘(h,(d)) dx dt 
Using the divergence formula, the last term of the right hand side of (55) indeed vanishes. 
Due to the linear growth at infinity of 8:+’ and to the convergences (R3), (R5) and (15) 
inequality (55) then implies that 
u lim 
.I’ “’ {hf~~b,(u’)~~Af+~} 
h~(uE)AEDu’DuE dx dt 
5 a 
I 
fh’;+“(b(u)) dxdt + CT 6;;+‘(b(uo)) dx 
* Q J R 
Due to the almost pointwise convergence of oOE+t (b(u)) and (T$:+’ (b(‘l~a)) to zero 
as CJ goes to zero, we conclude that: 
(56) lim f7 lim n--*0 E’O Inr<lb.( ),4h~+-) ~X~‘)A’~~f~~” dccdt = 0. .I E UC 1 n 
According to (54) and (56) and letting 0 go to zero we deduce that: 
lim B;” = 0. 
E,7/‘0 
Recalling that I?;; = BtV + B;“. we obtain El~rnOB~~ = 0, i.e. (24). 
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Step 3. - In order to prove (22), we appeal to the definition of T&f, which enables us 
to derive the following decomposition 
/ 
(T - t)~(b~)~(u’)T~(b,(u”))(A”)h” 
.Q 
- (b’,)t(u~)T,‘,(b,(ll~))(AO)tDu~12 dxdt = A”,:: + B; + B;,;, 
where AZ and Biy are respectively defined in (26) and (41). Due to Step 1 and Step 2 
(i.e. to (23) and (24)) we obtain (since ,1~m, Bz = .lim,, BE;): 
lirn 
E.?)“O .I’ 
(T - t)l(b:)~(~LE)T~I(be(~E))(AE)tDu~ 
Q 
- (b’,)fr(u”)T~,(b,,(l~~))(A~)~021~/’dxdt = 0. 
At the possible expense of an extension of A(t, x) on (0,T’) x R and of f” to (0, T’) x R 
in such a way that (A4) and (A5) still hold true with T’ in place of T (T’ > T), (22) 
is established. 
Step 4. - Indeed in view of the weak convergence result (19) proved in Section 3.3 and 
since in (22) the parameters E and 71 go successively to zero, we deduce that: 
As a consequence, the strong convergence stated in (20) is established. 
3.6. Existence of a renormalized solution 
The present paragraph completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let S be a C”(R)-function such that S’ has a compact support, denote by M a positive 
real number such that suppS’ c [-M, M] and rewrite equality (12) as 
(57) 
fwk(~‘)) 
at 
- div [S’(b,(u”))A”Du’] + S”(b,(u”))b:(u”)A’Du”Du” 
+ div [@(u’)S’(b,(u”))] - S”(b,(u’))b:(zl~)~(~~)D~~ 
= f’S’(bE(~“)), almost everywhere in Q. 
To pass to the limit in (57) as E goes to zero, the limit of each term is now examined. 
Recall that Khf = Max{-b-‘(-AI), b-l(M)}. 
Limit of the term S’(b,(uE))AEDuE 
This term reads as S’(be(u’))AEDT~,, (u”) ( as soon as E < &) which converges weakly 
in L2(Q) to S’(b(u))AllT~,(u) due to (R4), (14) and (15). 
Since S’(b(u))ADu identifies with S’(b(u))AllT~, (u), we obtain 
S’(bE(uLE))AEDuE - S’(b(u))ADu weakly in L2(Q)> 
as E goes to zero. 
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Limit of the term S”(h,(u’))6:(11.E)AEDlbED1~,C 
This term rewrites as S”(~,(~‘))T~,,(~,(%L”))~:(U’)A~D?L~DU’. In view of (20) and since 
(Tif)2 = TL, the sequence T(,(b,(~r’))b~(ll’)A’Du’Du’ converges strongly in L’(Q) 
to T~(b(u))b’(u)AD u D u as E tends to zero. The pointwise convergence (14) and the 
continuous and bounded character of 5”’ permit then to conclude that 
S”(~,(,~L’))~:(Z~~)ACDUED uE - S”(b(u))b’(u)ADuDu strongly in L1(Q). 
as E goes to zero, since S”(h(~))Th(b(l~)) = S”(b(u)). 
Limit of the term qF(uE)S’(bc(uE)) 
This term reads as @(Z’K&, (u’))S’(b,(~~)) as soon as E < -&. The pointwise 
convergences (14) and (23), together with the uniform (with respect to E) bounded 
character of fl o TK~ permits to obtain 
@(TKh, (zl”))S’(b,(u”)) + $(z~)S’(b(z~)) strongly in Lq(Q), 
for any Q such that 1 5 q < 00, as E goes to zero. 
Limit of the term S”(b,(~“))b:(~~‘)~(~E)~~E 
Rewrite this term as S”(b,(~~‘))B:(~‘)~(TK, (u”))DTK~ (.IL~), which is licit as soon 
as E < $ since suppS” C [--n/r, M]. 
The sequence of RN-valued functions S”(bE(u”))b~(u’)q!f(T~M (u’)) satisfies 
lIS”(~,(uE))~~(uE)~“(T~,,(u’))lI~~(~) F Max ( {T E[-K,,,K~]}ll~(T)ll N + qx 
( IIS”IIWR) (Max(r E [b-1(4&), b-l(KM)]} VW + j$)) 
as soon as E < $ and converges almost everywhere to S”(b(u))b’(u)~$(T~, (u)) = 
S”(b(u))b’(u)&u) as E goes to zero. 
As a consequence of (15) and since S”(b(u))llT~-,(u) coincides with S”(b(~))k, 
we obtain: 
S”(~,(u”))~~(u’)~(u~)~u~ - S”(b(u))b’(u)q!(u)Du weakly in L2(Q), 
as E goes to zero. 
Limit of the term f”S’(b,(d)) 
Due to (R3) and (13), it follows that 
f’S’(b,(u”)) -+ fS’(h(u)) strongly in L’(Q)! 
as E goes to zero. 
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The above analysis permits us to pass to the limit in (57) as E goes to zero and to 
obtain equation (4) of Definition 1. 
Since the conditions (2) and (3) have been already obtained, the proof of Theorem 1 will 
be complete if the initial condition (5) is recovered. To this end, recall (10) and remark 
that for any M fixed Shf (b, (u’)) is also uniformly bounded (with respect to e) in L”(Q). 
As a consequence of the already mentioned result of [15] (corollary 4) we deduce that for 
A4 fixed the sequence SM (&(u~)) lies in a compact set of C”( [0, 2’1, IV-‘+(fl)) for s < 
inf(2, A). The convergence (A5) of be(uE)(t = 0) = a, to b(uo) in L1(R) then 
implies that (5) holds true for S = S M, and therefore for any S such that S’ has a compact 
support. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
4. Comparison principle and uniqueness result 
This section is concerned with a comparison principle (and an uniqueness result) for 
renormalized solutions. We establish the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. - In addition to assumptions (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4) and (A5) the functions 
4 and b’ are now assumed to be locally Lipschitz-continuous respectively on W and (a,~). 
Moreover we assume that for any compact subset C of (a, Z), there exists a positive real 
number a(C) > 0 such that 
(58) b’b-) 2 Q(C), vr E c. 
Let then u1 and u2 be renormalized solutions corresponding to the data (f~! u,$) and 
(.f2> u:,. 
If these data satisfy fi 5 fi and u; 5 ui almost everywhere, then we have u1 5 1~~ 
almost everywhere. 
REMARK 7. - Theorem 2 provides a set of sufficient conditions on b and 4 to insure 
uniqueness of a renormalized solution. 
Proof of theorem 2. - Remark first that when $ is locally Lipchitz-continuous on R the 
following derivation is licit for any functions S and u satisfying the conditions mentioned 
in Definition 1: 
(59) div [S’(b(u))$(u)] - S”(b(u))b’(U)4(u)Dzt = S’(b(~))qV(U)Du = div(Qa(u)), 
where cP,$ = ( 
(Gs)r,... ? (a,)~) with 
(@a)&-> = IF b;@)S’(b(t))dt. 
0 
Indeed in (59), u and b(u) have to be replaced respectively by TKM (u) and TM(b(u)) 
(see Remark l), so that the calculations just rely on the derivation formula for the 
composition of the Lipschitz function a’, with the L2( (0, T), HA(R))-function TKhf (u) 
(see e.g. [7] or [12]). 
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Recall now the definition of the sequence II,, of cut-off functions introduced in 
Section 3, i.e.: 
h,,(r) = l 
{ 
if 17.1 < 7~. 
h.(T - (71 - 1)sgT) if /T.( > 71, 
where h is a positive C,-(W)-function such that: 
h(r) = 1 if jr/ 5 1. 0 I h(r) < 1 VT E Ii!, h(r) = 0 if 17-l 2 2. 
In addition we assume here that h is decreasmg on (1,2) and increasing on (-2,-l). 
For each integer 71 2 2, the function STl(r) = 
.I 
h,,(s) ds is used as S in Definition 1 
for ~~~ and up. 
0 
It yields, taking (59) into account, 
(60) asn(iSt(ui)) - div [h,,(b(ui))Al&] + h:,(b(ui))b’(~~i)ADIL;Du,i 
+ div@s,,(ui) = f/bn(b(ui)), in D’(Q), 
for % = 1,2. 
In the sequel, the standard notation g+ = sup(0, g) will be used for any measurable 
function g defined on Q . 
Recall that Sn(b(ul)) - S,,,(h(uZ)) belongs to L2(0,T:Ht(R)), for any integer 7~ > 1 
(see e.g. Remark 1). 
’ Let cr be a positive real number and use ,Tc + (S,,(b(~i)) - Sn(b(uz))) as a test function 
in the difference of equations (60) for rhl and 1~~. 
.T 
J .I 
t 
/ 
T 
Since dt F(s) ds = (T - t)F(t) dt, we obtain upon integration over (0, -t) 
and then &er (o”, T): 
.o 
where 
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and 
Y*, = -I, as-,, (ul) - as,, (u2)]DT; @(b(w)) - Sn(b(u2))) dx dt. 
In (61), (, ) means the duality brackets between the spaces L1(61) + N-‘(R) and 
L”(Q) n HA(R). Appealing to lemma 2.4 of L. Boccardo, F. Murat, J. P. Puel [8] leads to: 
(6‘4 1’ ( as7’;;‘u1)) - asn;;u2)‘, T,’ (sn(b(ul)) - &$J(u~)))) ds 
. 0 
EZ 1 tf: (S,,(b(ul)) - Sn(b(u2))) (t) dx - s, f’: (Sn(bb:)) - Sn(bj&)) dx, 
. 11 
for all t E [0, T], 
-+. 
and where, as in the proof of Theorem 1, 5!‘,, 1s defined by: 
To’(T) = 5 
i 
0 ifr<O, 
r2 
if 0 5 T < C, 
CT2 
ur - - 
2 
if r 2 u. 
Due to the assumption I$ 5 U; a.e in (2 and to the monotone character of S, and b, the 
last term in the right hand side of (62) is equal to zero. Equations (61) and (62) then yield 
(63) s,(b(ul))- S,(h(rrl)))ddb+ urn + v,, + wn, + L 
In the sequel the quantities Uno, V,,, W,,,, and Y,, are shown to satisfy: 
(64) for any integer rl 2 2, 
(6.5) 
-Y--- 
lim hm II&,( = 0, n’o3 n-+0 
(W lim limIW,,1 = 0, n-03 u-0 
and 
(67) lim Y,, = 0 040 
for any integer n 4 2. 
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This task being performed, letting (T go to zero for 71 fixed and then ‘12. go to infinity in 
inequality (63) will provide using Lebesgue’s convergence theorem (recall that A’,! (7.) - ‘1’ 
for any T as 12 --+ 0~) 
(68) / (b(u1) - b(u2))+ dx dt 5 /’ (T - t)(.fl - f&gof (b(u) - b(u))) dx dt. 
Q .Q 
Indeed in (68) sgz(r) is the pointwise limit of $PV(r) so that: 
sg,‘(r) = 0 if T < 0 and “g:(r) = 1 if r’ > 0. while FO+(r) + T+ VT. 
The convergences of h,(r) to 1 and of S,(r) to T for all r in Iw have been used to 
apply Lebesgue’s convergence theorem to both hand sides of (63) (when g and 71 tend 
respectively to 0 and to infinity). 
Remarking that due to the assumption fI 5 f2 a.e. in Q the right hand side of (68) is 
negative, we conclude that b(uI) 5 b( 2~~ a.e. in Q which in turn implies that ZL~ 5 2~2 a.e ) 
in Q (since b-l is increasing). Theorem 2 will be then established. 
We now return to the proof of (64) (65) (66), and (67). 
To establish (64) we first write U,,,, similarly as what we did in (36), as follows 
- .I Q ~~,“(“(“,))h”(~(~2))[(h’)~(ul! - (b7t(s2)]2 
(Tm+)‘(Sn(b(ul)) - S,,(@tJ))ADu$m dxdt ; 
in (69) and in the estimations that follow, Dut and Du2 have to be identified with 
DTK,~,, (uI) and DTK”~+~ (1~~) (as in Definition 1). 
Due to the positive character of the first term of the right hand side of (69), proving (64) 
reduces to establish that the second term of the right hand side of (69) tends to zero as a 
tends to zero. To this end denote by C,, the compact subset [h-l (-(n + l)), b-l (n + l)] 
of (a, Z) and remark that due to the local Lipschitz character of b’ and to assumption (58), 
there exists a positive real number ,& such that 
for all r1 and r2 lying in C,,. Using now (58) again leads to 
(70) l(b’)$-l) - (b’+(r2)/ 5 -&lb(~d - b(rz)l> 11 
for all r1 and ~2 lying in C,,. 
Due to the properties of the function h,, for any integer n 2 2, the function S, is convex 
on the set [-n, +cc[ and concave on the set ] - cc, n] (recall that S, is linear on the set 
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[-7~, n]). As a consequence it follows that for 0 < n and if ~1 and zz are two real numbers 
such that lS,(zr) - &(~a)\ 1. (T, then both S,(zr ) and Sn(z2) belong to a concave or to 
a convex branch of S,. For c < n, we then have: 
min(lr,(zl),h,(ria))lzl - 221 I ISnh) - sn(z2)l> 
for all real numbers z1 and z2 such that IS,(zi) - Sn(z2)) 5 CJ. 
In the following we assume that CJ < n (note that g tends to zero for n fixed), 
From the above inequality and since (( h, (1~~ (RI= 1 we deduce that: 
IS&l) - S&z)l I CJ < 72 * hn(Zl)hn(Z2)(Z1 - 221 I I%(a) - w4 
Due to the definition of T,f , it follows that 
(71) h,(zl)h,(z2)lz1 - z~~(T,f)‘(Sn(~~> - 5'4~2)) 5 @',+>'(WI) - S&d), 
for all real numbers z1 and ~2. 
Recalling that supph, c [-(n + l), 7~ + 11, inequalities (70) and (71) lead to: 
(72) 
Is Q 
$sL,(b(U~))hn(b(U2)) [(b’)+(w) - (b%2)] 2 
(T,+)'(SdW - S,(~(Z~~)))A~T~,+I(~I~)DT~~~+,(~~~)~~JII 
< TPn 
/ - dcd {Ib(2L1)1<~+l}n{lb(~12)1<n$1) 
l(h')f(u,) - (674(,,)/ 
/(T;)'(s,(b(u,)) - Sri(W)) A~%,~+, (N)DTK,+~ (m)/ dx dt. 
Since b’ is continuous on (a,~), the right hand side of (72) may be rewriten as: 
TPTI 
s @(‘n) {Ib(zLl)(<n+l}n{lb(lz)l<n+l) 
/ (b’hl) - (h’)t(112)IX(b(zu)Zb(uz)) 
(T,+)‘(Sn(W) - Sn(b(~2)))IA~TK~+,(1LI)DTK~+~(112)/ dxdt 
The term just above is easily shown to converge to zero as 0 goes to zero since the 
function 
converges to zero almost everywhere in Q as CT goes to zero and is bounded by the 
L1(Q)-function 2 I( (b’)a lILm(C,) ADTK,+l (WPTK,,+1 (u2) 1. 
From the above analysis we conclude that (64) holds true. 
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As far as V,, and W,,, are concerned the properties of It,,, and of T,’ permit us to obtain: 
and 
As a consequence of (3), letting r~ go to infinity in the above estimates of V,,C and 
W,,, shows that (65) and (66) hold true. 
To establish (67), let us remark that for all z and 1’ in R, the following inequality 
holds true 
indeed, we have 
ft+,, (7.) - Gs,, (2) = 
I 
h,(h(t))qqt) dt. 
* z 
Since supph, c [- (n + 1). rb + l] and d, ’ is assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous, 
it follows that: 
In view of (58), 
II Q’s,, b-j - @s (x) IlkP I
” 4’ ‘yLI(c,qv 
,, 1 I” h,,(h(t))h’(t) dtl Q(G) . 3 
that leads to (73). With the help of (73) the term Yri,,, may be estimated as follows 
/DT,+(&(@I)) - S,,(bjrr,)jj( dxdt. 
It yields 
which in turn implies (67) since DT,+(S,,(b(ui)) - SL(b(r~2))) converges to zero in Li(CJ) 
as fl goes to zero. 
REMARK 8. - If h and 4 are assumed to satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2 on 
the whole space R (i.e. h’ and d, are Lipschitz on R with h’(r) 2 tr,‘dr E W) then the 
above proof of Theorem 2 actually provides a proof of a comparison result (and then 
an uniqueness result) for weak solutions of Problem (1) when f and h(ag) respectively 
belong to L”(O,T: H-l(a)) and H-l(R). 
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